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DEVELOPMENT OF A WATER-FILLED CONICAL SHOCK TUBE FOR SHOCK
TESTING OF SMALL SONAR TRANSDUCERS BY SIMULATION OF THE TEST

CONDITIONS FOR THE HEAVYWEIGHT TEST OF MIL S-901D (NAVY)

INTRODUCTION

In 1983, the Naval Research Laboratory's Underwater Sound Reference Detachment (NRL-
USRD) obtained a small (6-in diam ) shock tube from the University (,f Cntral Florida (UCFl. The
shock tube had been designed and built by UCF as part of a research contract with NRL to perform
prehiminary shock tests on fiber optic fced-throughs used in submarine bull penetrators.

A few words to place the shock tube in historical perspective are in order at this point.
According to Coombs and Thornhill [1], the development of explosrve-driven water-filled wave
guiding devices began in Europe about 1957, when underwater explosive guns used for stunning fish
were first reported. Coombs and Thornhill described a conical-sector underwater shock gun in their
theoretical ,tudy, but they were largely concerned with diffraction of the shock wave after it left the
tube. Their report was published originally in 1958, but because of possible military applications, it
was not published in the open literature untdl 1967. In the meantime, W. S. Fillcr, of the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory in the United States, was developing conical shock tubes and measuring the
shock wove pressure signatures inside the expansion cone. He worked first with an air-filled
tube 121, then with a water-filled tube 131 The latter tube was the basis for the design of the
USRD shock tube.

We planned to develop the shock tube as an alternative means for testing certain sonar
transducers that are required to pass a standard underwatce shock test. This test, known as MIL-S-
901D [41, generates both pressure shock wave and inertial shock environments for exposing the
subject transducers In the test, the transducer, usuall, along with many others, is attached to the
bottom of floating shock platform (,FSP) and explosive charges arc detonated near the platform in a
prescribed series. The charge specified :s 60 lbs of 1tBX-I detonated at a depth of 24 ft belov, the
surface. A charge is detonated at horiontal distances of 40, 3(1, 25, and 20 ft from the near side of
the FSP.

The University of Central Florida had made no attempt to simulate inertial cffecLt in the tube, so
they used it with the end closed by a rigid plate. In our planned use of the shock tube, the transducer
to be tested would be mounted to a sliding piston located in a L)hlndrieal chamber attached to the large
diameter end of the '.hod;. tube. The sho,.k wave resulting from the explosion would propagate duvn
the conical tube, strikc the trinsduecr, and impart the pressure shock The expanding gas bubble from
the explosisc vould then acclcratc the. piston along the cylindrical tube, resulting in an impuLsc, or
inertial shock, to the transducer A pressure measurement probe, or shoek gage, would be mounted
near the transducer to monitor the shock wave pressure during the test

Figure I is a photograph of the USRD shock tube set up for operation In the foreground, the
breech is opened, as it would be for loading the explosive charge. A charge is placed in 1h. small
cavity in the breech block which is seen lying on the platform. Electrical leads that run the length of
the tube are cnnivcted to a detonator in the charge. These leads emerge through a sealed connector at
the far end of the tube. Leads for the pressure measurement gage also are brought out at the far end.
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A cylindrical section seen hanging from the hoist sling holds the piston slider, which is not shown in
this view.

Fig. I - Thae USRD shock tube.

THE TUBE

The conical geometry of the shock tube may be considered to represent a small solid angle
segment of the radially expanding field resulting from the dck.nation of a small sphere of explosive in
open water. If the rigid walled tube is thought of as confining the expanding pressure field, then the
original sphere of explosive may be replaced by the small conical sector of explosive within the apex
of the cone. Figure 2 is a diagram representing this concept.

When comparing the shock waves produced in the conical shock tube to those produced in open
water, one may derive an amplification factor based entirely on geometry, or one may calculate a
practical amplification factor based on the measured shock wave pressure amplitudes in the two cases.
A theoretical amplification factor (AF) for a conical shock tube may be provided by the ratio of the
volume of the sphere of explosive to the volume of the small conical sector of explosive. This ratio is
equivalent to the ratio of the solid angles of the sphere (4r) and the sector [2n(l-cos od2)I, where ct is
the plane angle of the cone. This figure may be expressed more simply as

AF = . (1)
sin2(a/4)
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Shock front in
open water
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gherical

of spherical charge

Fig. 2 - Amplification of explosive charge in shock tube.

Tecalculated value of P for th USRD shock tube hs 7770. A measured performance factor is

given by the effective wcight amplification. If a spherical charge of weight W is required in open
water to produce a peak pressure equivalent to that produced in the shock tube by a charge segment of
weight w, then the effective weight amplification may be expressed as W/,.. Valr-cs computed from
measurement data give 2076 when the charge, w, is an E-IA($• blasting cap, and 1214 when the
charge weight is 6.25 g (1.38 x 10.2 Ib) of DuPont Detaprime• with an E-IA(8) detonator. The

decrease of performance with charge weight is thought to be an erfect of elastic deformation losses in
the shock tube vessel.

One of the first problems encountered with the shock tube was caused by sound propagated

down the steel walls of the tube and reradiated into the water. The result was a dpstorted shock wave

w pressure waveform. We attempted to improve the waveform by discouraging that propagation path

Gaskets were placed between the flanges at the central joint, at the xed plate, and at the breech. More

attenuation as obtained if the bnlts clamping the flanges were aLso isolated with rubber nashers and

sleeves, but blowouts occurred frequently. Gaskets alone improved the measured waveform of the

shock wave, but still reduced the integrity of the joints, especially at the breech end A series of test

shots was done with accelerometers (PCB type 305A) mounted to the flange faces of the tube. Tie

propagation velocity of the sound in the steel was confirmed to be about 5050 mnsec. The peak-to.

peak acceleration at the tube's center flange was about 170,000 g, where g is the acceleration due to

gravity. The attenuation across the center flange was 8.5 to 10idB with gaskets and Ito 1.5 dB

without gaskets. As the wave progressed down the tube, ensegy collected in rsco nant modes, such that

a 3-kHz component dominated the spectrum at the plate sealing the test (large-diameter-bore) end.

3
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THE BREECH

The original breech held a charge intended to simulate d conical sector of explsive at the apex
of the conical tube. A practical approximation to the conical sector was a squat cylindrical cavity of
about 2.5 cm diam and nearly 2.5 cm high. Rapid deL"mation was a major problem with the breech
cavity, and fracture of the breech block was the eventual resulL The breech Jeld a DuPont E-IA(8)
electric blasting cap as the detonator, and up to 6 25 g of DuPont Detapnmc G, a booster, as the
main charge. The charge weight was varied depending upon the peak shock wave pressure desired

When we began the shock tube project, we quickly discovcred that a considerable amount of
work would have to be done first to develop a reliable blast gage and to improve the waveform of the
shock wave in the tube. At that point, we decided to do most of the experimental measurement% using
blasting caps, rather than larger charges of plastic explosive. After the measurements were refined,
and the desired pressure levels for formal tests determined, we realized that blasting Laps alone gave
peak pressures that were almost high enough. The increased pressures of larger charges could
accelerate component failures in the tube unnecessarily.

The initial occurrence of a breech fracture happened on the last shot of a test series during our
first application of the shock tube. It was quite spectacular and somewhat humorou, Ltborato~ryspacc
was crowded, and at this time one of our colleagues had moved into the shock tube building to make
some measurements in a smaU moveable tank which included a rack of electronic equipment and a
small computer. During the shot, safety regulations required him to move into an adjacent room along
with the shock tube operators. When the breech block ruptured, one of the bolts securing it to the
backing p!-te was sheared off. The broken bolt flew across the room, closely followed by a strong
stream of foul-smelling, inky water. Unfortunately, our friend's electronic rack with computer was
directly in line and suffered a drenching. Amazingly, his equipment was gone from our space within
15 minutes after the incident. The accidcnt did cause us to give some thought to reorienting the shock
tube for increased safety. We subsequently turned the tube end for end, so the breech end was located
near an outside wall rather than in the center of the room.

The incident of the breech block fracture related above resulted in a period of intense activity
which included a redesign of the breech block, a series of experiments to find a better breech block
material, and a fracture analysis study 151 of breech block failure. The study analyzed the
deformation and fracture of breech blocks made of AISI 1018 steel, AISI 4340-300M hardened and
tempered steel, and AISI 4340-300M untreated steel. We immediately applied two recommendations
made tn this report [15. First, the bolt holes in the breech were eliminated The problem of distortion
and fracture in the original breech block was being aggravated by the original design in which the
breech block was bolted to the breech backing plate. This arrangement required tapped holes in the
breech block. The holes were sites of stress concentration We changed the design so that the breech
block was clamped in place by the backing plate. The integrity of the breech assembly was now much
greater because the holes were eliminated. In the second recommendation, a resilient neoprene pad
was placed between the breech block and its bacing plate to provide slight recoil space for the breech
block. This modification has not been completely successful. The motion of the breech block allox,6cd
by compression of the resilient backing caises some instantaneous leakage at the breech This leakage
promotes erosi, n and distortion of the adjacent parts, and almost guarantees destruction of the breech
block face O-ring seal on each shot. Figure 3 is a photograph of the breech end of the shock tube
showing distortion from repeated shots.

4
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Fig. 3. (6op) Bmeccb face of shock tube after 3 Mil-charg shots.
(bottom) Breech ED=e of shock babe after 15 full-charge shots

S
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As other materials were obtained, more breech blocks were made and tested The S5 tool steel
showed low deformation and very early fracture Aluminum-bronze deformed to the point of being
unusable, but never fractured. The 316L stainless steel and titanium were also tested. Titanium gave
the longest useful life. The conclusion reached concerning materials was that, since no material
exhibited durability sufficient to insure what might reasonably be called a long life, the most cost-
effective material, including fabrication and cost per firing, was 1018 steel.

The large number of firings required for the breech block testing had an adverse effect on the
mouth of the conical shock tube sctlon at the breech end The surfaLc that maied to the breech block
was deformed inward, matching the outw,'rd defoimatiot. of the breech block The tube bore there
was also .omewhat enlarged, although not a., much as the breech blocks, and the tube face was highly
pitted. A deep longitudinal fissure about I in. long had formed on the upper surface of the bore A
section of the tube was machined out and a bushing of aluminum-bronze, with diameter of about 3 in,
was pressed in to renew the tube face and boe Aluminum-bronze was chosen because, at that time,
our intention was to use that material for a large shock tube which was btving planned This was an
experiment to test the material's performance in the high-pressure area of the shock tube Figure 3
shows the result of this experiment The new surface starlcd to deform and pit almost immediately
with resumed firing, indicating that periodic replLement of this section, in addition to the breech
block, might be necessary.

The University of Central Florida designed and built a modified breech assembly for the shock
tube which was intended to improve the waveform of the shock wave and increase the longevity of the
breech. It was called a "dbtributed" breech, presumably because it used a distributed charge of
explosive in sheet form, rather than the original compact charge shape. The di-tributed breech
contained a cavity about 2½ in across by 1½ in deep. Its diameter was dictated by the size of the
conical section of the shock tube at the first flanged joint, where it %%as to be attached The explosive
charge was a circular disk cut from a sheet of DuPont Line Wave Generator.

The Line Wave Generator is a flexible sheet eCplosive made in the form of an equilateral
triangle 10.9 in. on a side, with hexagonally spaced circular perforations throughout The material is
designed so that a detonation initiated at any apex of the triangle will rcac.h the opposite corners at the
same time. The disk of explosive used in the distributed breech was initiated at its center with a
DuPont E-106 blasting cap, a small device I} ecifically developed to detonate sheet explosive. To cut
up and use such an elegant material in a way that ignores its special properties seems completely
inappropriate.

We were unable to compute an effective weight amphification factor for the distributed breech
because the distributed shape of the charge makes the concept, which is based on sphcrical charges,
invalid. Pblished information about TNT-cquivalent weights for the E-IA(8) blasting caps and the
Detaprime booster was not available, and data on the ingredients and composition had to be obtained
from the manufacturer's representative and used to compute TNT-equivalents.

In loading the tube, it was difficult to manipulate the distributed bicech onto the shock tube
while keeping the detonator centered in contact with the dLs' of explosive A large piece of putty was
used to secure the detonator. Figure 4 sh, s a charge in the distributed breech. This method was
unreliable and generated a quantity of contaminating combustion by-products in the tube. The
waveform was not improved by the distributed breech, -o the original breech was returned to service,
and the shock tube was restored to its full length

6
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Fig. 4 - Distributed breech with charge loaded

The original compaLt breech also had a problem in centering and holding the charge in the
breech block cavity when an electric blasting cap was being used alone as the charge An
experimental breech block was made with the charge cavity diameter reduced from I in to about 5/16
in This allowed the blasting cap to he stuffed into the hole with the crimped end first and the leg
wires alongside the cap's body in the hole The wires provided enough friction to keep the cap in the
hole. However, after only a few shot-, the edges of the hole appeared to be deforming and croding
badly. The next modification was to taper the sides of the hole at a 200* angie for a little more than
half its depth. The mouth of the hole was about 15/16-in in diameter, but the strange shape of the
charge cavity created by these designs made using larger charges impossible. A short time later we
developed a suitable solution by returning to the original breech block cavity and holding the blasting
cap in position with a thin, circular piece of rubber about V4 in thick and I in in diameter which
sealed the cap in the hole. The rubber nng was slid part way over the cap, and the cavity filled with
water. The cap and ring were then pressed into the hole Figure 5 shows a cap king iigged in this
manner. This combination had no adverse effect on the shock wave wavcfonn and stayed in position
reliably while the breech was bolted onto the tube, and the tube filled with water. The ring usually
survived for several shots, and was easily replaced

7
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Fig. 5 - Loading blasting cap in breech block with rubber disc.

TH1E GAGES

We began working with the shock measurement gages, which were tourmaline-disk 'Woods
HOleW type that had been obtained from the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL) These gages are
similar to the "Typc B" gages described by Colc 161 Most of the gages had required repair during
the work done at UCF. and the repairs were done at USRD.

The transient response charactcristics of tourmaline disk gages have been extensively studied
and docuniented over the years Cole 171 explains :he preference for onentation of the tourmaline
disks perpendicular to the pressure wave front He also shows how the gage output may he corrected
for the integrating effect due to the transit time of the pressure wave front across the disk face. ibis
essentially consists of extrapolating the gage voltage output back in time to the point where the wave
front crosses the gage center This is approximitely equal to one-half the rise time of the transient
signal at the gage o;:tpul A slightly easier to read version of the discussion is given by Arons and
Cole [81.

Gage Problems

Two problems were immediately apparent when these gages were used in the USRD shock tube:
with a closed tube, the gage cable extruded through the rubber gland seal used to bring the cable out
through the shock tube end plate, and frequently after a shot, bubbles appeared in the silicone oil
inside the gage booL

The original gage mount developed by UCF was a brass tube which extended from a threaded
hole in the center of the plate that sealed the test end of the shock tube. The gage cable was fed
through the bras tube with the gage resting on the edge of the brass tube (The 'muzzle', or large end,
of the shock tube is normally the test area. We call it the test end to distinguish it from the breech
end, which contains the explosive.) The diameter of bhe gage was larger than that of the brass tube, so
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the gage was unable to pass through the brass tube. The brass tube was screwed into the plate, and
the cable exited through a rubber compression gland. Figure 6 shows the original gage and mount.
When the explosive was fired, as much as 4 in of cable was extruded through the gland, sometimes
decapitating the gage, or cutting the cable. We eventually solved this problem by removing the gland
and using a sealed under%-,,tý wrinector on the plate. The gage cable was shortened and a mating
connector was molded onto the end. The connectors gave no reliability problems thereafter. The gage
mount was changed from the UCF tube design to a separate cage which slipped into the bore of the
tube and suspended the gage in the center 'f the tube by thin rods. Figure 7 shows the cage.

Another improvement was cffected by discarding the oil-and-boot packaging method and
molding the tourmaline crystal stack in Rho-C material. ThsL eliminated the bubble formation problem
and greatly reduced the tendency of the crystal stack to split.

The durability of the tourmaline gages has been increased to the point that the gages arc
considered usable, if not completely reliable, as far as blasting cap measurcments in the tube arc
concerned. The gages still may suffer failures when subjected to large accelerations perpendicular to
their axis of symmetry.

Fig. 6 - Original gage and mount.

9
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Fig. 7 - Shock gage with cage-type mount.

Shock Wave Measuremenats

Shock waves measured in the tube showed peaks that were rounded. This effect seemed to be a
characteristic of the tube. Figure 8 shows a typical shock wave pressure signature from the shock
tube. The high-frequency energy which has a strong visual effect on the appe-arancc of the preasure-
wave signature does not contribute much to the total energy in the spectrum and seems to be
characteristic of a shock wave generated in a conical tube with thick steel walls. This signature may
be compared to Fig. 9, which is an open-water pressure signature at a range of 30 ft, recorded during a
MIL S-901D test at the West Coast Shock Facility, in San Francisco, CA. The most prominent
difference is the *steel' signal in the shock tube trace which was mentioned ibove. The sharp peak at
the top of the open-water trace appears rounded off in the shock tube trace. Working on this problem
caused us later to return to the distributed breech as a way to look at shock waves generated in a tube
of different geometry. No difference was found in the shape (i e., rounded) of the shock wave peak in
the shortened tube. Using the distributed breech with non-distnbatcd charges (i.e., blasting caps)
produced waveforms that were considerably more distorted than those produced with the full-length
tube and the original breech block.

10
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Fig. 9 - Pressure signature from 30-ft range opcn-water test shot
at West Coast Shock Facility.

To examine the shape of the wavcfront across the shock tube we used two gages.
Measurements were made with thc gages situated in a plane, one on the tube axis and the other near
the tube wall. The waveforms measured at the wall of the tube appeared normal (i.e. rounded). We
found that the shock front at the wall trails by no more than 2 mm from the center. The peak is
rounded with an amplitude of about 10% less than at the center. The gagc mcasuiement position was
moved from - point approximately 25 cm from the test end to a point near the middle of the tubc's
length. Again. it was found that the sh.'ck wave in an earlier stage of propagation (i.e., nearer the
source) had a rounded peak. Thc planc shock wavc d,•)s not interact with the tube wall to a degree
that causes much distortion of the wasc front, and the rounded peak of the ,hock wave appcars to be a
characteristic of the tube itself.

On several occasions we were asked to expose %mall (approximatcly 4 x 4 in.) hydrophones to
shock waves of a specified peak pressure (from 20(X, to 3000 psi) in the tube \Vc wcrc able to do
this by adjusting the chargc weight.

In the process of making a sequence of shots with gradually increasing charge weigh,, to adjust
the peak pressure, the brccch block wa. changed to one made ol a different material. At that point,
we observed a change in the shock wave peak pressure that led t,, to que.,tion how mu.h of the
explosive energy product was being lost in the metal w%-all%, of the tube A very long series of
experiments was launched to dctcrminc, in a crude, qualitative way, how mui.h the wvalls of the shock
tube were deflecting as the shock wiave passcd. Sccvral bondcd-type sirain gaiges wcrc mounted on
the tube after much time wa spLnt chcLking the strain gages foir opcrabdity When ia was detbrmincd.

12
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using basic principles, that the strain gages were indeed epable of rctiording deformations, they were
mounted on the shock tube. No sensible output was ever seen that would represent deformation of the
shock tube surface in any mode. The experiment was discontinucd

Gage Calibration

We were deviloping measurtmnt tecliniques .and making measurft-mL.s concurrently, and early
on we developted a technique for obtLoning c.ilibr.ition, of the gages A rigging b.ir was built so that a
blasting cap could be mounkd it a fixed distanLi. from k limped and oriented gage at any time in the
open water of the lake. This prtcdurt. %l..ldLd .i rI'pLaLible, •clan cxpent-nhal vaeCfifrm (,uch ax, that
seen in Fig. 10) from which %t- cIuld compue A pressure, calibration using the tharge ,eight of the
blasting cap and the scaling equation lfor TNT [9( BhL.ius,- of tht. difficulty in getting information
on the base change composition, it %,as a long time Mfore vke finally obLtintd an accurate figure for
the TNT-equivalent charge weight of the blasting caps Wc finally setiled ton a figure of 1I00 graits
T'NT-equivalent weight for the E-IA(8) blasting caps, b.ing used. By this timnc, there weret available
waveform digitizers of sfficient speed and precision t) capture the shotk wave signature with
accuracy. The procedure for processing the wiseforni diLi into a calibration consisted of first
estimating the baseline valie of the signal and normili/ing the dita to that value Then, beginning at
the peak value (see Fig. 1M), data poiints were used up to the time where the decaying signal no longer
looked exponential because ot bumps or wiggles that distorted it. This usually occurred at aa
amplitude about one-half to one-third of the peak These data points were used with a least-squares
curve-fitting process to fit an exponential of the form c'"t/it) the data The fitted exponential was then
evaluated at a time equlm to one-half the risetime of the data curve (baseihne ti peak). This estimated
value was taken to be ite voltage output of the g.ige produced by the peik pressure of the shock wave
when corrected for the finite gage sizc. The peak pressure of the shock wave at the gage-to-blasting

cap distance was computed from the scaling equation for TNTi '4
P = = 21,600f , (2)

using the cap's charge weight. P k is the peak pressure in psi, W is the charge weight in poundis. and
R is the range in feel A calibratiin in either dBfV/;IPa or mV/psi could then be computed. Several
gages were also calibrated by measuripg the charge produced by inrea.sed hydrostatic pressure This
was done using the 16-in. projectile pressure vessel and a Keithley 610C electrometer. The results

were- not encouraging. All the gages but one had problems, either from internal electrical leakage or
other unknown causes, that prevented us from obtaining reliable results from the measurements.

13
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Fig. 10 - Estimating shock wave peak from gage output.

Tests of Alternate Gage Types

Because the gages for measuring the shock wave pressures always gave problems, we were
steadily looking for other options. Numerous alternative gage types and configurations were tested as
they were obtained. We had built a new tourmalinc blast gage with the same basic design as the fist,
but using a crystal stack of 0.150-in. squares. The original gage was a stack of ¼-in. circles (Fig. 11).
We felt that this second gage of smaller dimcnrszon should exhibit slightly shorter rise time and higher
frequency response.
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Fig. It - Two tourmaline measurement gages- 'A-in *Woods Hole'
type (left), and 0.150-in -square stack (right).

Fush-mounted quartz pressure gages manufactured by Kulite were tried, but their output was so
low using our standard calibrating shot that no output could be recorded These gagcs were of
extremely low sensitivity and, although their resonance was listed as 395 kHz, wc doubted that their
high frequency response would be useful.

We had been given one of the few surviving examples of a subminiature barium titanate
hydrophone made at Raytheon Corp. in New London, CT, after a design by Romanenko 110]
The construction of Raytheon's version is described by Konrad and Abraham [ 111. We tested
this hydrophone's response to the shock wave stimulus and found it to be excellent, although it was
relatively insensitive. In 1985, USRD attempted to replicate and improve, if possible, the Raytheon
hydrophones. The project was cancelled after two successful hydrophones had been made (see Fig.
12). Unfortunately, these hydrophones were never tested to assess their shock wave response, possibly
because they seemed too fragile to survive use in the shock tube. A description of the construction
technique which was developed is documented by Zalesak and Poch6 1121

Fig. 12 - Subminiature Barium Titanate hydrophone.
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Another subminiature pressure probe tested was the Dapco needle transducer type NPI0-l. This
is a pressure probe designed for medical ultrasoni, use that has a 0 025-in -diam active clement housed
in a 19-ga hypodeamic needle The response was found to be very peaky and, although possibly
suitable for continuous wave measurements, it would not be useful for broadband transient recording
It proved to have a low-frequency sensitivity of -254 dB re I V/pPa when calibrated at 1.2 klT 'l-nL
transducer also was not tested directly for shock wave response.

A 1/8-in.-diam tourmaline gagc was tested This transducer is the Series 138A manufactured by
PCB Piezotronics, Inc. The transducer crystal is booted in oil in a clear vinyl tub. with a built-in line
driver amplifier. Several maximum pressure range ,ersions are manufactured The model we obtained
(138A10) is designed for 10,000 psi. Its -ecnsitivity is approximately 0 5 mV/psi, which is about -263
dB re I V/pPa in acoustical units. This transducer seem% to come closest to meeting the requirements
of shock tube ume, except for one major drawback. As previously noted in Cole 171. tourmaline disk
gages cannot be made physically small enough to give a good representation of the rmse time of tee
shock wave Orientation is critical in measuring small charges with small gages When the gages'
highest frequency mode is driven, ther output is largely underdamped, so orientations are avoided that
would allow the shock wave to cxcite this mode. The prefcrred orientation is with their longest
dimension parallel to the direction of propagation of the shock pressure wave. The PCB gage's
tourmaline e!cment is co,,ered with a braided shield and the entire crystal assembly is suspended on
flexible wires. So not only is it impossible to see the crystal stack to tell which way the disks arc
oriented, but it is unlikely that the crystal stack will remain oriented when the gage is moved. The
PCB transducer is intended to be used hanging vertically on a cable, with gravity centering the crystal
clement. When mounted horizontally, as in the shock tube, the sensitive clement tends to Im against
the bottom of the boot tube, depending somewhat on the stiffness of the braided shield. We dcviscd a
cage assembly to mount the PCB gage horizontally in h-c shock tube. Figure 13 shows the PCB gage
mounted in its cage. When tested with our calibration procedure in open water, the gage gave variable
waeforms, probably because of the orientation problem mentioned above.

Fig. 13 - PCB model 138A10 tourmaline gage mounted in cage-type fixture.

Two other gages of different form were tested. These were manufactured by Dynasen Inc. and
are intended for measuring shock wave transmission in solids. The fuist was a piczoresLtisc gage that
was designed to be connected as one arm of a balanced bridge cireuit. The piczorcsistive element was
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made of ytterbium metal deposited as a square grid on a flexible plastic (Kapton) substrate.. We
oriented the gage with its large dimension parallel to the shock wave front. This is opposite to the
customary orientation of the crystal gages, but this gage is extremely thin in the thickness dimension
and its resonance is probably far above the maximum frequency we record Physically, the gage
resembles a strip of Scotch tape and presented problems with mounting and electrical connection We
decided to address the mounting problem by cementing the gage to the base of a cone-shaped piece of
brass, the idea of the cone being that its shape would suppress any resonant modes generated by the
shock wave in the metal The problem of connecting leads to the gage was treated by soldering wires
directly to the copper-foil leads on the gage. It was reasoned that since the gage was being cemented
to the bras cone, soldering leads to it didn't matter, because changing the mount would probably
destroy the gage anyway. This turned out to be a correct assumption. The Dynasen piezoresistive gage
is shown being tested in Fig. 14. A low-impedance bridge circuit was constructed and, with careful
shielding of the gage leads, a low-noise recording could be made. The rise time of the gage was short
indeed, but the gage output corresponding to the decay portion of the shock wave signature always
appeared to have a large negative voltage swing that cut off the exponential decay much too quickly.

Fig. 14 - Dyna.;en piezoresistive gage rigged for shock testing.

The second type of Dynasen gage was a PVDF piezoelectric transducer built in the same form
as the first, consisting of a thin square of the active plastic bonded to the Kapton substrate. We
decided to try to mount and connect the gage in a nondestructive manner for this trial. A small, sealed
polycarbonate cdamp was built whh connected a low-noise cable to the gage with spring finger
contacts. The gage was first tried without an *anvil* block, but no good waveforms were recorded this
way. A great deal of ringing at 67 kHz was present in the recorded output. The output sensitivity
computed from Dynasen's published figures is -291 dB re I WpPa. The sensitivity we meaured was
-250 dB re I V/pPa. A second trial was made using a lead cylinder as an 'anvil' block. The
cylinder's dimensions were 3.25 in. diam by 3 25 in. high. The gage was bonded to the block with
soft wax. Figure 15 shows the Dynasen PVDF gage and mount Once again, the recorded output
contained the negative overshoot that the piezoresistive gage exhibited.
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Fig. 15 - Dynasen PVDF piezoelectric transducer mounted on lead block.

Another type of piezoresistive transducer was tested. This was an Endevco Model 851 1A-5K, a
pressure transducer apparently intended for use as a static pressure or low-frequency tranýJucer. It
was built with a threaded mount, so we assumed it was an engineering-type transducer. The gage was
mounted 10 cm from a blasting cap and its output was recorded in both normal incidence and parallel
incidence orientations. The results were not good enough to warrant further investigation.

The gage type that performed bebt for us was a modification of the original gages we inherited
from the Naval Ordnance Laboratory. It is similar to the Type B tourmaline disk gages described
eprlier. The prncipal improvement we made was to remove the oil-filled boot and mold the gage in
Rho-C compound. The Rho-C envelope is roughly the same size and shape as the original vinyl boot,
and the Rho-C is transparent enough to allow us to inspect and orient the gage visually. These gages
continue to be subject to the principal failure mode of the tourmaline gages -- fractures in the
cemented crystal stacks and debonding of the elecrodes. The original gages were constructed with
two of the electrodes made of sheet copper, one for each terminal. Other electrodes in the stack were
made of foil and connected with fine soldered leads. The sheet copper gave the crystal stack the
necessary mechanical support when the gage was oil-filled. When we decided to mold the gages in
Rho-C compound, support for the crystal stack was no longer needed. So, when the crystal stacks
were rebuilt, the copper sheets were usually replaced with foil, and fine wire leads were used to
connect the entire stack. The original stacks with copper electrodes seemed to survive much longer in
use, however. Sensitivity for a typical 44-in, 4-crystal stack is about -252 dB re I V/pPa.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

From the beginning, we have used a Nicolet Model 2090 digital storage oscilloscope to record
the output from the tourmaline gages. Its maximum sampling frequency of 2 MHz and 12-bit
amplitude resolution are just sufficient for recording the gage output, which is normally in the range of
1-10 V. This is fortunate because the Nicolet's preamplifiers lose accuracy at high frequencies when
used at the maximum gain seitings. Its input impedance is relatively low (I mo) for direct input from
the tourmaline gages. The Nicolet oscilloscope is quite portable and needs Po computer controller. Its
recorded waveforms may be stored on floppy disks and trmosported to a desktop PC for processing
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after format conversion. Its only inadequacies consist of a rather primitive triggering control and
somewhat small (by present standards) memory size. Early in 1986, we tried increasing the effective
input impedance of the Nicolet oscilloscope. The gage and its low-noise cable, including the
connector through the shock tube wall, measured about 1100 pF capacitance. Of this, the cable and
connector accounted for 960 pF. The Nicolet oscilloscope input impedancc was 1 mQ. All attempts
to use preamplifiers to raise the input imped&nce were unsuccessful because the large gage output
would overdrive the input stage of most preamplifiers. We tried using a Tektronix I0x oscilloscope
probe as a passive attenuator. It could be adjusted for optimum waveform and gave an input
impedanceý f 10 mO. The low-frequency part of the waveform was much improved, so this
arrangement was adopted as the standard gage input for the Nicolet oscilloscope.

FURTHER APPLICATIONS

Several procedures were found to be necessary to obtain consistent and repeatable shock wave
measurements. The first was to degas the water in the shock tube before firing by applying a vacuum
to the vent port after the filling port was closed. A water aspirator pump was used for this purpose.
Figure 16 shows a schematic diagram of the bhock tube plumbing. Second was the *rubber stopper"
techniquz described earlier fc: centering the blasting cap in the water-filled explosive well of the
breech block. Third was to apply positive water pressure to the tube before firing. This procedure
was possible only when the reaction chamber and slider were not used, and the tube could be sealed
with a rigid plate. To do this, the filling port was reopened after the degassing was completed and the
valve reclosed with approximately 50 psig water line pressure in the tube. After the firing, the tube
was emptied by applying air pressure at approximateiy 100 psig to the vent pipe and exhausting the
water through the drain.
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ABSORBERS

In Februaty 1984, we bwgan io study the requirements :or using a shock tube to duplicate the
conditions of the MIL-S-901D shock test as performed by the West Coast Shock Facility. Individuals
at ther Navy laboiaories had expressed concern whether devi•cs under test in the tube would be
exposed to multiple ,hocks because of the in-phase reflections from the steel end plate and other
surfaces Wc felt the end plate reilection would not bc difficult to control because of our experience
with reducing high-frequency echoes using saiurated cypress blocks in dolphin tanks 1131
Accordingly. we build a short cylindrical extension tube about 2 ft long for the test end of the shock
tube and pressed in a piece of grain-oriented cypress %% hich had its end tapered so that is rescmbt,'d a
giant wood pencil. This wood had been saturated by pressure-.ycling several time-s to 1000 psi in a
*.water-filled pressure tank This modification caused the end-plate reflection of the shock wave to be
reduced by about 13 dB at the gage position No shock is reflected from the breech end because the
expanded gas bubble from the explosive prevents a shock reflection

INERTIAL MEASUREMENTS

The "reaction block," or slider, was necessary as a mechanism for holding the device being
tested in the shock tube Our hope was that somehow the slider's motion could be adjusted to match,
along one axis, the inertial metien of the FSP for the MIL-S-901D tests. A cylindrical tube, %hose
diameter is slightly larger than the exit diameter of the conical shock tube, %%as bolted by flanges to
the end of the conical section Inside, free to slide, is a piston made of two solid disks spaced apart
by three rods The piston face nearer the shock tube end senrss as a mount for the test device and
seals the water in the tube The opposite face is open to the air. By sealing the open end of the
cylindrical tube, the volume of air behind the dry side of the piston may be pressuri7ed or evacuated
as required to adjust the motion of the piston The slight step in the diameter between the conical
shock tube section and the cylinder section provides a mechanical stop for the piston when the water is
being dcgassed We first thought we could record the slider motion using an accelerometer on one of
the piston faces This was not possible because the frequency of the slider motion was much too low
for the sensitivity of the standard size accelerometers We finally used a 20-in. linear variable
differential transformer (LVDT) to record displacement. The core of the LVDT was attached to the
dry piston face of the slider.

We modelled the slider motion as a dampz.j simple harmonic Oscillator with mass formed by the
slider and the water ic, the shock tube. The spring was composed mainly of the gas bubble of
explosion by-products The initial trial to measure slider motion used air pressurized at 50 psig in the
back volume of the slider chamber. This incrcased the spring stiffness of the oscillator. The FSP
inertial motion we were attempting to reproduce with the slider may be approximated by a half-sine
pulse of 16-in peak displacement and 600-ms duration The peak veloci.y should be near I I ft/s.
With a blasting cap alone as the charge, the observed slider mot, n proved to be too low in amplitude
with too short a period (2.3 in and 88 ms) Next we tricd opening Ile back volume of IhL Aider
chamber to eliminate that portion of the spring stiffness. This gave an increase in both the -implitude
and period of the slider, but still not enough (7 in. and 350 ms) The next trial added 1 0 g of
Detapnme GA to the charge The period was viflually unchanged, but the amplitude increased to
more than 16 in., causing the slider to strike the stop we installed in the cyiinder to prevent damage to
the LVDT. We were able to compute some rough values for the spring constant with the data from
these shots and the tube dimensions. Then we recomputed the oscillator parameters requircu to give
the desired motion This called for incrteasing the mass of the slider/water combinrtion by a factor of
four. We decided to add about 200 lb to the slider. A lead weight was east -n cylindrical shape and
clamped between the piston faces. We then obtained a period of 550 ms, an .mplitudc of 15½ in. and
a peak velocity of 11 Mfs by using a charge consisting of the E-IA(8) cap plus 0.7 g of Dctaptimc
with the 200 lb of added weight. Thus, we can accommodate a transducer weight of up to 200 lb by
trimming the ballast to a total weight of 200 lb for test transducer and ballast
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HUNTER'S POINT FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Because the MIL-S-9011) test specified only the initial conditions of the test; i.e., explosive
weight and range, the magnitude and shape of the resulting shock wave and inertial impulse at the FSP
had to be measured if we were to duplicate those conditions in a shock tube. So, in February 1987,
we travelled to Hunter's Point to observe a shock test and determine what would be neceýsary to make
field mazsurcments of the shock wavy pr•ssures After that, arrangements were made whereby we
were given space to mount a gage on the transducer fixture and a dedicated data line to shore where
we would set up our recorder during a subsequent test series.

The tests, normally carried out by the Wct Coast Shock Facili'y staff, included recording of the
shock wave pressures. at several points on the transducer mounting fixture beneath the FSP. The gages
they used were the same type (touwmaline disks) that we had obtained originally from the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory Long cables of about 500 ft -onnected the gages to the recording instrumentrs
ashore. To minimize the loading effect of the cables, charge amplifiers were used to amplify the gage
signals The recording device was an instrumentation tape recorder. The high-frequency respone of
the charge amplifiers was limited to about 20 kHz. For this reason, as well as the bandwidth
limitation imposed by the tape recording, we :lected to use voltage amplifiers and to compute the
cable loss from the ratio of impedances.

We first thought we wouid be able to place a preamplifier in the FSP and ehlminate a large part
of the line load. We considered several types of preamplifiers with adjustable or fixed gain. We
finally chose the Ithiaco Model 167 as the most probable candidate. It has unbalanced input and
output, fixed 20 dB gain, I m-Q input impedance and I MHz maximum frequ~ency response We
measureA shock waveforms through the preamp both with the input unloaded and with a capacitrec
attenuator (C=19.7 nF). But, when the test was done, the input level with the gage unloaded proved
much too large. The capacitive attenuator mentioned above attenuates the gage input approximately
20 dB, making the overall gain near unity, and simulates placing the preamp at the end of the lor.g
cable. In retrospect, working with the preamp near the gage instead of at the end of the cable might
have had a slight advantage in reducing the crosst-lk pickup from the line used to fire the charge and
the radio station interference at Hunter's Point. This configuration was not tried because of the small
number of trials available for experimenting at Hunter's Point. We were at a severe disadvantage by
having only a few shots per year where we would be allowed to participate. In ,he final decision, the
test manager had misgivings about placing active electronics in the FSP, and the preamp was not used
to drive the long line.

Denng the West Coast Shock Facility test, the test shot sequence was made from ranges of 40,
30, 25, and 20 ft and the explosive was detonated at a depth greater than that of the gages. Becaut.'e
the standoff range was changed for each shot, the incidence angle was differcet for each shot Our
gages were tested for response to angled orientation. The results showed no ldrge errors due to angled
incidence, provided the disk faces were aligned parallel to the direction of the incoming shock wa',e.
It was impractical to try to rig t*e gage axis for parallel incidence for each shot, so the gage was
rigged parallel to the surface with the disk faces vertical to minimize the effect of the changing angles
of incidence. This requiremcnt underscores the need for - visual indicator of the crystal stack
alignment within the gage.

The rfist trip to Hunter's Point for shock wave measurements was made in July 1987. We had
two gages available for the trip. A special gage mount was made to hold the gage about 25 in
forward of the transducer mounting plane. We planned this to avoid early reflections of the shock
wave Imm other tran.ducers mounted on the fixture. Figure 17 shows a sketch of the gage mount.
The gage cable was connected to one of the West Coast Shock Facility data lines inside the FSP.
Akbore, the data line was connected directly to the Nicolet oscilloscope. The total line and gage
capacitance was 13.7 nF unbalanced.
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Fig. 17 - Sketch of FSP gage mount used at West Coast Shock Facility.

When the first shot of the series was fired, the Nicolct oscilloscope was triggered by the shot

firing pulse and the gage output came too late to be rmcorded. Because the Nicolet oscilloscope is
unable to create long post-triggcr delay times (it .as only one sweep generator), the only way to deal
with the problem was to try to adjust the trigger level. A pair of photographs showing different stages
of the water plume generated by the 20-ft shot may be seen in Fig. I18. When the FSP was retrieved,
our gage appeared to be broken. There is some question as to whcther it succumbed to the shock
exposure, or whether it was struck by one of the mooring lines in the process of retrieval. Its
projected position on our special mount made it quite vulnerable. For the subsequent shots, the second
gage was fitted and a low-pass filter was installed at the N:colct oscilloscope input. The filter was set
to stop all frequencies above 250 kHz. The remaining three shots of the tes: series failed to trigger the
oscilloscoMpe, possibly because of the effectivenecs of this filter, or bccausc of the crudeness of the
Nicolct's trigger level adjustments. The gage passed a squeeze test before each of the missed shots, so
it is difficult to explain the failure to obtain the signal.

A re,,rescntative from the Naval Undersea Warfare Center z!so was making shock wave
measurements at the time using three PCB Series 138A tourma!mie gages like the ones we had tested.
He recorded these gage outputs on magnetic tape. We were able to copy his tape playback using the
Nicolet oscilloscope and thus obtained some data from the test. So, the first trip to Hunter's Point
ended without any of our own data being recorded. Valuable experience was gained, however, and we
were able to plan our next data-gathering trip with more confidence.

It seemed to us that intcrference and cro,,talk in our d.ita line was the primary reason for the
failure to obtain data. The data line should be isolated from ,oumrcs of interference as much as
possible. The primary sources were a nearby AM radio station and the high-voltage pulse used to fire
the detonator of the explosive charge The tiring line was electrically isolated and shielded, but it ran
in close proximity to the data lines We decided to provide our own data linc and to isolate it a%
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thoroughly as possible from all other lines. For us to be able to change gages, it was necessary to
make one pair of connections in the interior of the FSP. Otherwise, the conductors were unbroken
from the FSP to our recorder input. To solve the problem of intrcducing long delay time in case of
premature triggering, we decided to use a %oltec waveform digitizt-., which allows using two sweep
rates on the same trace. A long delay can be introduced before :he sweep is speeded up to provide
increased time resolution for the data of interest. The Soltec digitizer is also capable of storing more
than a hundred times as many data points per trace as the Nicolet.
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Fig- 18- 20)-ft-range ftst shot at West Coast Shock Facility.
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After returning to Orlando, we began testing to select a cable type for our own data line for the
next trip. Six types of coaxial cable v, ere test.ed:

Belden 8428
Beldcn 9223
Belden 9394
Belden 9778
Times Wire Ml 41126
Envirocon white Teflon

We submerged a 6-ft ple.ce of each type of cable and connected the end to an End¢•,o, 2740D charge
amplifier. The cable was hung vertically in the water and a blasting cap was detonated one foot to the
side of its midpoint. The Times Wire MI 41126 proved to be the quietest cable by a large margin.
This is the same type that was used on the blast gages made at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory. The
low-noise data cable used at the West Coast. Shock Facility was rtmes Wire Ml 31594. It is a similar
cable of 2-conductor shielded construction and gave the West Coast Shock Facility the option of
running the data lines balanced or unbalanced. Our gages were constructed to be used unbalanced, so
the coaxial cable was a simpler solution for us.

We then set up a test to see if the Soiree digitizer could produc.e the long delay required to
record the blast gage data when the crosstalk from the shot-firing pulse was large enough to trigger the
digitizer. To simulate crosstalk, we triggered the Soltec directly from the battery used to fire a
blasting cap. The delaying sweep rate was set to 1 ms per sample, and the expanded sweep rate was 1
ps per sample. We had no problem adjusting the number of samples so that the time window of
interest was captured without having an absurdly large number of samples to d,.al with.

In February 1988, we attended a course on response of marine structures to underwater
explosions. We used material presented in that coL~se to compute the vertical kickoff velocity of the
FSP. The computation yielded a value of 10.7 fP/s, which is quite close to the value measured by the
West Coast Shock Facility.

The second trip to Hunter's Point was to take place in August 1988, and we began to prepare by
assembling seven tourmnaline gages which were c.;,hcr new or rebuilt. Each gage head was molded to
approximately 30 ft of Times Wire MI 41126 low-noise cable. Cah'brations were done using the
method described earlier. The gages were graded according to the quality of their transient response.

We used the saine gage mount that vwe had used the year before. Shortly before the date of the
test, the gages,, cable, and recording equipment were shipped to California. Several days were allotted
before the tests for setting up and testing the equipment.

The 20-ft-standoff :,hot was the moat important to us, because it is the one we are simulating in
the shock tube. We reasoned that if gages were likely to be damaged during the tests, we should
retain our best gages for the last shot. A gate with less than the best waveform response was,
therefore, mounted first; its cable was connected to our data line in the FSP. The FSP was located on
shore at the time. When all the other test devices were mounted and checked, the FSP was lifted by
large cranes and placed in the water. The end of our data cable came directly into the small trailer
that we were allowed to use for recording. There we connected the cable to an Ithaco Model 4302
Dual Filter, using only half the filter. The output of the filter fanned out into a Nicolet Digital
Oscilloscope, a Soiree Waveform Digitizer, and a Honeywell Model 101 Instrumentation Tape
Recorder. The Honeywell recorder wa powered from a large Xentec isolation transformer. The gage-
cable capacitance and condu~tance were rconitored repeatedly while the PS? was on shore. After the
FSP was launched, those would be the only tests we could perform to determine the integrity of the
gage.
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The Soltec recorder was progamnmcd for a large time delay, in case the Firing pulse interference
was large enough to trigger the recorder The Nicolet oscillos.ope was set to be triggered by the
shock wave pressure pulse, and the Honeywell recorder was running as a backup log in case both
digitizers failed to catch the data.

Figure 19 is a draw:ng showing the depths, range, and other dimensions for the 40-ft shot. The
computed maximum bubble radius is also Jrawn for comparison. The Soltec recorder captured the
data on the first shot. The Honeywell recorder had developed a bad head prearn sometime between
the last checkout and the test shot. The waveform from the Soltcc recorder was very clean and
immediately usable. The FSP was retrieved and prcparcd for the second shot, the 30-ft shot, which
would be fired the next day. We decided to ch.ange to a better gage, evc, though the first shot did not
damage the gage. The same equipment configuration was used The second shot was also captured
successfully by the Soltec.

Fig. 19 - Diagram of 40-ft test at West Coast Shock Facility - Aug. 8, 1988.

For the third day's shot at 25 ft, we fitted a drlfkrcnl gage which we thought would give better
waveforms. We were allowing the Soltec rcciirdcr to trigger from the firing pulse crosstalk, so it was
unlikely that we would miss the tirr.c period of the ,hock wave rcsponec. This time the Soliec
captured a trace that looked like it had the prorrr ,h.ipe, but it waLs only a fraction of the excclcd
amplitude. We were completely pu/rik:d by this result, especially since a quick check of the West
Coast Shock Facility recordings revca!cd normal level,, for the prcssure pulse. A leakagz test of the
gage showed nothing unusual. On the fourth shot, the gage failed to produce any output. The
crosstalk signal was still there and It triggered the Soltec rccLrder normally, but there was no signal in
the time period where the shock wave rcspon•., ,hould have been.
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When we computed the peak pressures for the shots that we recorded successfully (40 ft and 30
ft), the numbers were slightly higher than the similarity equation yields for HBX-l. When we
received the West Coast Shock Facility measurements for thc same shots, we saw that theirs were very
much higher. The table below shows thc West Coast Shock Facilihy measuremcnts, our measurements,
and the HBX-1 scaling law results compared.

Table I -

Shot I Shot 2
(psi) Ap% (psi) Ap%

WCSF 2368 +63 3070 +61

USRD 1715 +18 2087 +10

HBX-l 1449 --- 191 ---

It is possible that two phenomena are affecting the WVest Coast Shock Facility results. The close
placement of the gages to the hull of the FSP and other instruments on the test fixture could cause
early reflections to be supcrimposcd on the shock wave pressure pulse at the gage The extreme low-
cutoff filter frequency used in their recording technique would then smear these artifacts into the shock
pulse and make the peaks appear higher. Secondly, the explosive charge is detonated very near the
bottom, and even the fuzzy interface produced by the mud will affect the presumption of spherical
spreading. An increase in the pressure amplitude by reflected energy will probably be the result. This
effect would be seen in our measurement, too.

IDEAS FOR FLTURE DEVELOPMENT

It is evident from our experiences at Hunter's Point that our gages have not been developed to
the point of complete confidence. Durability seems to be their weak point.

The concept of the distributed breech has some merit, and might be developed as a means of
reducing the problems of fracturing brr':ch blocks and deforming of the small-diameter shock tube
sections. No specific designs are in hand, but ideas proceed along the lines of a simple planar army of
blasting caps.

The existing 6-in. shock tube can be expanded to accommodlate larger transducers for a very
modest investment. Drawings have been made for a conical section extended to 10-in. diam and a
new 10-in, slider and cylindrical section. This modifi,.ttion would allow us to obtain more data on the
inertial performance and improve our confidence in designing the inertial section for a 20-in. shock
tube.
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